
Learn More

We’re dedicated to keeping you up to date on the latest products, innovations and services
provided by BWI Distribution by Masonite. This month features the return of a popular Vista

Grande style, Endura Panolock and a replaceable deck sill.

Baby, Come Back

Announcing the return of the 3/0 x 6/8
VistaGrande Smooth ¾ lite and matching
sidelites. Inventory will be building over the next
few months. Check with your BWI Rep for
specific availability.

Download Catalog

Panolock in Stock

PanoLock is a one-of-a-kind multi-point lock that
works with off-the-shelf hardware, supports a
forgiving installation, and offers lasting
performance, all at an affordable price point.

Easy like 1, 2, 3, 4

The Replaceable Deck Sill™ [RDS] is the sill of
the future, enabling replacement of a discolored
or damaged sill deck without removing the sill or
the entire door unit. Easy as four steps! 

Did you know? BWI also stocks bronze sills with
black sill caps for a higher end look and better
color match on doors with dark finishes.
Coordinate the look with black mullpost boots
and black sidelite seats.
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Knowledge Corner: Sell More with BWI

Matching Paint Made Easy

BWI is partnered with Sherwin Williams so
matching paint for trim, shutters, other

components, and custom colors can be as
easy as a trip to any Sherwin Williams store.

Save time and guarantee your warranty by
taking advantage of the BWI Pre-finish

program! With 40 colors to choose from in
our standard palette, you can truly transform

a door into a statement piece.

We’re committed to being a partner you can count on to bring you products that turn
heads, perform brilliantly and give you the support you need to grow your business.

Have a question for our pros, or a door project you are proud of and want to share? 
Submit to marketing@bwi-distribution.com and we may feature it here!
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